The relationship between third trimester maternal hemoglobin and birth weight/length; results from the tertiary center in Turkey.
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between third trimester maternal hemoglobin values and fetal birth weight/length. Retrospective study was conducted on 28600 Turkish pregnant women who delivered between January 2010 and December 2011. Hemoglobin values at third trimester, all birth weights/lengths of newborns were retrospectively analyzed. Maternal third trimester hemoglobin values and birth weights/lengths were compared and correlated. The high hemoglobin concentrations at third trimester were associated with high birth weight (odds ratio 1.08; 95% confidence interval 1.05-1.11; p=0.00) and significant positive correlation was determined between maternal third trimester hemoglobin and birth weights/lengths (p=0.00). Low hemoglobin was associated with low length of newborns (p=0.00). The low hemoglobin values at third trimester gestation were associated with low birth weight and length in Turkish women. The anemia can be a direct cause of deterioration of in utero fetal growth due to lack of oxygen flow to placental tissue or can be an indirect indicator of maternal nutrition deficit. In both circumstances this study reveals that treatment of anemia is directly correlated with better fetal outcomes.